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Case Study

Clinical Data Analytics Case Study

Client
An Indian MNC with group revenues exceeding USD 30 Billion, wanted to associate with a partner who could provide
world class clinical data analytics services catering to their global customers.
Challenge
The business head was challenged by management to provide a regulatory compliant, customer acceptable, cost
efficient, process effective, service. A part of the service had to be provided from their delivery center and the
remaining service had to be provided from the partner's delivery center. Scope : all global studies (pilot & pivotal).
Solution
? Vyomus Consulting created a customer specific – Clinical Data Analytics delivery team consisting of clinician/s,
pharmacokinetist/s, pharmacodynamist/s, SAS programmer/s and Biostatistician/s (with experience in
analysing and reporting studies for Indian, European and the US markets/regulators) under a Project Manager
who acted as the point of focus for this engagement.
? Based on the requirement the team would work from the customer's delivery center and or Vyomus Consulting's
delivery center.
? Vyomus Consulting assisted the customer in creating a merged, enhanced delivery process(turnaround time,
response time, consultation, cost etc.,) with minimal disruption.
? Vyomus Consulting also delivered a detailed framework for Project delivery, specifications, rules of engagement,
escalation matrix etc., in‐line with customer expectations and requirement.
Results
Vyomus Consulting developed and implemented a Clinical Data Analytics Group as required by the customer to meet
and increase their value chain efficiency thereby meeting their business goals / objectives. This group provided an
integrated, flexible, just‐in‐time delivery solution which could provide a regulatory compliant, customer acceptable,
cost efficient, process effective, service to meet medicine development demands of global customers based out of
Europe, US, Japan and India.
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Vyomus Consulting is a Regulatory Science and Product Development
Consulting firm, serving Business to Business (B2B) Customers in highly
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